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OUTLET | AIR FLUX SEPARATOR - DUST COLLECTOR (99 LITRES)

€103,30 Original price was:
€103,30.€74,38Current price is: €74,38. (excl.

VAT)

Showroommodel

The Air Flux dust separator is designed to expand the capacity of almost any conventional dust collector
and turn it into an efficient dust collection system. The 99 litre metal container has a level window, quick
release hinges and castors. The separator captures sawdust, wood chips and other debris before it enters

the dust collector, preventing loss of suction power due to a clogged filter. The base with five swivel
castors makes it exceptionally stable and easy to manoeuvre around the workshop. The Air Flux

Separator creates a cyclonic airflow that causes most wood dust particles and other materials heavier
than air to separate, preventing them from entering the vacuum.

SKU: OUTLET-AF-SEP99
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

The Air Flux dust separator is designed to expand the capacity of almost any conventional dust collector and
turn it into an efficient dust collection system. The 99 litre metal container has a level window, quick release
hinges and castors. The separator captures sawdust, wood chips and other debris before it enters the dust

collector, preventing loss of suction power due to a clogged filter. The base with five swivel castors makes it
exceptionally stable and easy to manoeuvre around the workshop. The Air Flux Separator creates a cyclonic

airflow that causes most wood dust particles and other materials heavier than air to separate, preventing them
from entering the vacuum.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Expand your dust collector with a dust separator
Protects your dust collector and filter

Metal collection drum of 99 litres
Equipped with swivel wheels

Level window
Quick release hinges

DESCRIPTION

The Air Flux dust separator is designed to expand the capacity of almost any conventional dust collector and
turn it into an efficient dust collection system. The 99 litre metal container has a level window, quick release
hinges and castors. The separator captures sawdust, wood chips and other debris before it enters the dust

collector, preventing loss of suction power due to a clogged filter. The base with five swivel castors makes it
exceptionally stable and easy to manoeuvre around the workshop. The Air Flux Separator creates a cyclonic

airflow that causes most wood dust particles and other materials heavier than air to separate, preventing them
from entering the vacuum.

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 5 kg

Dust collection port 63 mm

Collecting bin 99L


